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Town of Medway  

DESIGN REVIEW COMMITTEE 
155 Village Street, Medway MA 02053 

(508) 533-3291  

 

DRC Meeting Minutes: May 17, 2021 
Remote Meeting via ZOOM 

 

Call to Order: – With a quorum present, this remote meeting was called to order by Chair Mr. 

Buckley at 7:01 p.m.  
 

Attendees: 
 

 Also Present:  

 Sreelatha Allam, Recording Secretary  

 Susan Affleck Childs, Planning and Economic Development Coordinator 

 Kevin Bradley (Rocky’s Hardware), Joe Buckholtz (Viewpoint Signs), Todd Wilson 

(Property Owner), Gareth Orsmond (attorney) 

 Amanda Cavaliere, Rob Ranieri, John Greene - Medway Mill Site Plan 

Meeting Minutes –  04-26-2021: 

A motion was made by Mr. Buckley to approve the amended minutes of 04/26/2021, seconded 

by Ms. Walsh.  

Roll Call Vote: 

Matt Buckley- Aye 

Rachel Walsh- Aye 

Alex Siekierski – Aye 

Janine Clifford- Aye 

The motion passed. 

05-03-2021: 

 04/05/2021 04/26/2021 05/03/2021 05/17/2021  

Matthew Buckley X X X X  

Rich Di Iulio - - - -  

Jessica Chabot X Absent with 

Notice 

Absent with 

Notice 

Absent with 

Notice 

 

Tom Gay X X X Absent with 

Notice 

 

Rachel Walsh X Absent with 

Notice 

Absent with 

Notice 

X  

Dan Connolly X X Absent with 

Notice 

Absent with 

Notice  

 

Alex Siekierski X X X X  

Janine Clifford - X X X  
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A motion was made by Mr. Buckley to approve the minutes of 05/03/2021 as amended, 

seconded by Ms. Walsh.  

Roll Call Vote: 

Matt Buckley- Aye 

Rachel Walsh- Aye 

Alex Siekierski – Aye 

Janine Clifford- Aye 

The motion passed. 

 

Ms. Clifford asked that the 5.3.21 DRC meeting minutes be further amended to include a 

reference to her comment about Medway Place shopping plaza site plan and the proposed 

striping of the area in front of the restaurants. That area could be used for outdoor seating for the 

restaurants.   

A motion was made to add to the meeting minutes the comment made by Ms. Clifford, 

seconded by Ms. Walsh.  

Roll Call Vote: 

Matt Buckley- Aye 

Rachel Walsh- Aye 

Alex Siekierski – Aye 

Janine Clifford- Aye 

The motion passed. 

 

Rocky’s Hardware Sign - 98 Main Street - Review and discuss the applicant’s petition to 

the ZBA for a dimensional variance for a wall (façade) sign 

Ms. Affleck-Childs opened the discussion on the agenda item. The DRC’s review for the 

proposed sign is a referral from the Zoning Board of Appeals; the applicant seeks a variance to 

allow for a larger sign than what is allowed by the bylaw.  (See Attached.) Rocky’s Hardware is 

a new business at the Plaza and the variance is for the size of the sign surface at the proposed 

location. Rocky’s Hardware has about 35 locations from Florida all the way up to New England. 

Mr. Kevin Bradley said the proposed sign size is used at the remaining 36 stores nationwide. The 

business is taking up four storefronts at the eastern end of the of the Plaza.  Question was asked 

if any other tenants have utilized four storefronts relative to their unit. Mr. Wilson expressed 

support for Rocky’s and requested the approval of sign variance. Collectively between the owner 

and Rocky’s $1,000,000 (approx.) is being invested into the plaza. With Rocky’s in the area, the 

traffic flow will improve getting more people to the plaza thereby helping other store owners and 

potentially attract other tenants.  
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It was mentioned the proposed sign will be 280 square feet in size and the store frontage is about 

120 linear feet. The sign by law requires one to one ratio, one sq. ft. of signage to one linear ft. 

and not to exceed 120 sq. ft. The proposed sign is a conventional, internally illuminated channel 

letter sign. Ms. Affleck-Childs said the ZBA is being asked to grant the variance for the large 

sign surface area.  Mr. Bradley said each of the four stores are allowed 120 sq. ft.  Ms. Affleck-

Childs clarified that each store is allowed a wall sign size that’s equivalent to their storefront 

width. She also added that the DRC is not the granting authority; their scope is to provide 

recommendations to the ZBA. 

 

Mr. Joe Buckholtz said the provided picture is a bit disillusioning because of the dark 

background which doesn't reflect the true visibility. Rocky’s sign has lot of letters which means 

they need more space. He said the proposed sign size is not out of line for the space the applicant 

is using.   

 

Mr. Orsmond reminded the DRC about the ongoing site plan review with the PEDB that would 

introduce about 22 trees that would potentially grow 20-30’ high. He said tall trees will impact 

the visibility and aesthetic of the area. He asked DRC to take those site improvements into 

consideration while reviewing Rocky’s application.   

 

Mr. Buckley stated the site has snowbanks stacked up in front of it during winter months. With 

recent applications to improve the appearance and approval of two large, two-sided monument 

signs, the area is fairly saturated with signage. With Rocky’s sign on the monument sign, Ms. 

Walsh said it negates the applicant’s idea of not being seen from the street. She talked about the 

clear visibility of Rocky’s existing temporary sign which is positioned where the proposed 

permanent signage will be installed. She said the temporary sign was extremely visible and 

legible from the entrance; the size maybe even smaller than the allowable 120 sq. ft. It even 

looked a bit larger than other tenants’ signs because of the fact that it’s four storefronts wide. To 

request something more than twice the size of the allowable signage doesn't really seem 

necessary given the visibility of the existing temporary sign. Ms. Clifford agreed with Ms. 

Walsh’s comments and said the proposed sign is larger than the storefront. Members said the 

DRC has reviewed several signs in the plaza that meet bylaw requirements and the proposed 

larger sign will look out of proportion.  Approving the request would set a precedent. 

 

Mr. Siekierski suggested working towards something like the Rocky’s sign at Millis which 

matches the O'Reilly's. Mr. Buckley said committee tries to limit the amount of corporate colors 

used in striping and awnings on parapets/facades so the buildings don’t get overwhelmed in 

corporate colors. The challenge in the current application is having three words in a sign that 

don't stack well and fit in the space. In general, the Committee doesn’t support proposals seeking 
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larger signs than allowed when other businesses comply with the standard. Mr. Buckley asked if 

any part of the sign is allowed to project above the height of the building and the response was 

yes. Ms. Clifford asked if the applicant is paying for a separate building permit to build the soffit 

and the sign.  Mr. Wilson responded that a building permit has been issued to build the parapet 

wall and the current request is to secure a variance for the proposed Rocky’s Ace Hardware wall 

sign. He clarified the request for variance was applied for before the building permit was issued. 

To a question on the site plan review for the soffit, response was the building inspector 

determined it did not require one. It was a mentioned the soffit size is 480 sq. ft., Mr. Wilson 

reiterated the ask is for 280 sq. ft. of sign surface area and the sign will be flush with the existing 

stucco and the new parapet will be the same material.  Ms. Walsh said there’s opportunity to 

apply New England architectural standards. She said since the applicant is putting up the soffit 

the proposed 120 sq. ft. Rocky's sign could be installed higher than the existing temporary sign 

and that would make it even more visible. 

   

Mr. Buckley commented that the applicant should utilize the given space to incorporate the sign 

and that he would not recommend building a larger space to accommodate the larger sign.  Mr. 

Bradley reiterated that all Rocky’s stores request a large parapet over the opening door and use 

the space to install the sign that fits into the parapet whether it's small, medium, or large.   

Mr. Buckholtz said per the building department, the request for the sign variance is separate from 

the size of the parapet wall.  The Committee suggested one possible alternative for the variance 

could be to ask for placing all the three words in a row across the front of the facade without 

altering the space and making a large new parapet for the sign.  Members agreed to summarize 

their comments to the ZBA. 

 

Mr. Siekierski asked the reason for not matching the other two maroon soffits on site which also 

look like standard Rocky’s corrugated metal vertical metal seam siding. He said that would fit a 

lot more aesthetically with the site having maroon color on both anchor tenants (at each end of 

the plaza).  He recommended staggered lettering per Rocky’s standards and recommended 

looking at the existing vernacular and copying that to this location. Ms. Affleck-Childs said the 

staggering of the signage in terms of calculations is not per the bylaws. Members said they 

would make a recommendation to the ZBA based on the current discussions. However, they 

would support the applicant if all parties agree to an improved design that’s closer to the sign 

bylaw standard. Ms. Affleck-Childs clarified that it's not that a staggered sign isn't allowed it's 

the formula for measuring is prescriptive about putting a box around the fullest width and the 

fullest height.  All members agreed with Mr. Siekierski’s recommendation considering that the 

panel background has been allowed by the building inspector, similar to the Ocean State. It’ll be 

congruous with the Plaza and will be reminiscent of the Millis location but with the words in 

white channel letters. Members agreed to provide recommendations to the ZBA. After some 
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discussion, applicant agreed to get back to Ms. Affleck-Childs on the next steps for moving 

forward, whether they want to continue with their variance application or make some revisions.  

 

Medway Mill Site Plan – 165 Main Street 
Ms. Clifford recused herself from discussing the agenda item as she’s a direct abutter to the 

project.  

 

Ms. Cavaliere began the discussion for Medway Mill located at 163 to 165 Main St. (See 

Attached documents.) Over the years, the area has been converted into several businesses. Due to 

lack of parking and to assist the tenants, the applicant is looking to build a 42 space parking lot. 

She showed the location of Chicken Brook relative to the parcel; it runs between the two 

properties owned by the same owner. There's a bridge currently for the crossover and the 

applicant is proposing to expand the bridge to improve safety for emergency vehicles. There isn’t 

enough space for vehicles and pedestrians to walk on the existing bridge. The access for the 

proposed parking spaces will be through Lincoln St and via the side access to the site. The 

tenants and clientele tend to park along the side of the road which is very narrow. The proposed 

site plan includes a surface drainage basin surrounded with a chain link fence. On the 

northwestern side of the property, it is proposed to have a 6 foot white PVC fence. For the 

landscaping plan, additional screening is proposed with Green Giant arborvitaes along the 

northwest side and native trees will be planted between the two properties (balsam firs) that will 

be abutting on the north side. Red Maple and red oak will be used as screening and surround the 

detention basin.  

 

Mr. Ranieri provided an overview of the proposed parking area. It’s located off the access 

driveway coming from Lincoln St. Generally, there will be some plantings towards the street, a 

picket fence on the west side, and smaller size arborvitae will be planted that will grow over time 

and become an impenetrable green wall in 8-10 years. There was a question on a house (42 

Lincoln Street) represented on one of the renderings. It was mentioned that Ms. Clifford is the 

property owner. Ms. Walsh asked to see some current conditions pictures. Mr. Ranieri said the 

existing conditions is a fairly dense deciduous forests with medium high trees. Mr. Buckley 

asked the location of the proposed fence, if it’s on or inside the property line. The response was 

the 6’ fence will be on the applicant’s property with the landscaping planted inside. The proposal 

is to rebuild the existing stone wall close to the property line along the edge of the drive and to 

plant arborvitaes directly above it to ease the transition.  Primary concern is addressing visibility 

from the residents at Lincoln St and into the parking area.  A sectional study was performed 

looking at a section through the site and the visual impact over the growth of the plantings. The 

study included looking at the view cone over the property using the six-foot fence for visual 

barrier. Overtime there will be an increasing growth with eventual full blockage across the entire 
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parking area. In five years it is anticipated that majority of the parking area would be screened. 

Ms. Walsh asked about the existing parking spaces and if the new proposal is due to more 

customers using the area. Ms. Affleck-Childs stated that the applicant needs more parking based 

on the existing property usage. Ms. Walsh recommended looking at the solution provided by 

DRC on a previous application where property of the Bains abuts the Cumberland Farms gas 

station on Summer Street. A fence and a vegetated barrier with landscaping in between was 

installed during construction that provided screening for the abutters. It was a non-reflective 

PVC fence with some natural barrier. She said it’s not fair for the abutters to live in a situation 

with a commercial element introduced directly and having to wait for ten years in order to have 

the screening be effective. It was mentioned the fence could be taller than 6’. Recommendation 

was also made to have some vegetation placed on the abutters’ property if they’re ok with that. 

There was a mention about the recommendations made for Salmon Health care which had a huge 

fence.   

 

To a question on light fixtures, it was mentioned the light heads styles have not been reviewed by 

the Planning Board. They will be proposed along the edges of the parking lot and walkway. It 

was mentioned to shield the screen light so there won’t be spillage into the adjacent property.  

Dropped down style was suggested that could enhance the historic nature of property.  

Ms. Cavaliere mentioned the lighting will operate during business hours between 7:30am and 

10:00pm.  She said shields will be placed on all the light fixtures to reduce the glare on the 

abutting properties and the fence will also act as a light barrier.  The light posts will be along the 

walkway and will be recommended to be kept as low as possible.  

 

Ms. Cavaliere talked about an existing retaining wall that falls within the applicant’s property 

line but adjacent to 42 Lincoln Street.  The purpose of redoing that wall is to make it 

aesthetically pleasing and also to improve the corner of the property. The existing wall is a dry 

stack rubble course stonewall. The proposal is to reuse as much of that existing material as 

possible and import matching stone to match the look of the existing wall. The goal is to match 

the existing stonework in that wall.  

 

A recommendation was made to maintain a more naturalized landscape plan rather than the small 

row of arborvitaes and a mixture of different coniferous and deciduous shrubs and trees. Ms. 

Affleck-Childs asked about details for benches, bike racks, and other site amenities. Ms. 

Cavaliere showed the location of proposed bike racks in the southern portion and was open to 

adding more if needed.  Ms. Walsh talked about the design of detention pond. Ms. Cavaliere said 

there will be red maples and red oaks that will be planted around the edge and outside. Majority 

of or half of it is within the 200’ riverfront and the project team worked with CONCOM on the 

requirements on tree types and the extent of grassed area. The proposed 6’ black vinyl chain link 
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fence with gates will be provided. There will be red Maple inside the fence and then a 10’ access 

drive around it to perform maintenance. Where the fence meets the parking spaces there will be a 

grass strip with a curb. There was discussion on the bench styles.  

 

Ms. Affleck-Childs said the Planning Board has a public hearing on the application next Tuesday 

night. The discussed plan has substantively evolved based on feedback from the Planning Board 

and CONCOM.  She said Amanda and her team did a good job to make this work. Ms. Cavaliere 

said the main focus is the tenants and that the discussed alternative is best option while trying to 

minimize disturbance as much as they can within the riverfront.  Ms. Walsh suggested checking 

the screening between the Bain property and gas station.  

 

Property owner John Greene joined the discussion and talked about the special permit that was 

put together by the town for the property that would have allowed him to build 18 apartments on 

the site with parking underneath. Because of the constraints of working in the riverfront and 

other reasons, they gave up on building the apartments and agreed to do only the parking lot.  He 

said the abutters are better off without having a building in that area. He said he has made some 

big concessions on the project. Bigger and taller fences in the recommended colors would be 

expensive and to go from $22k to $40-50k and is not practical. He agreed to talk to his engineer 

and wetland specialist and look at the differences. He said a lot of financial sacrifice was made 

listening and thinking about the neighbors and asked the DRC to take that into consideration 

while reviewing the application. Ms. Affleck-Childs asked the DRC to draft the recommendation 

letter before the next Tuesday’s planning board hearing.  

 

Sign Design Review Brows by Harsha, 112A Main Street (Medway Place)- 

The applicant’s sign company did not attend the meeting. Members decided to go over the 

application. (See Attached.) Mr. Buckley said the matching fonts are thicker and closer. The 

linear footage is about 14 sq. ft. and the proposed sign is 13.9 sq. ft.  There was discussion on the 

font style, and color. The business does not have an existing website or Facebook page. Ms. 

Walsh talked about the combination of the font color and style and the building façade. The 

proposed sign seems unisex and does not clearly indicate the business type. Ms. Walsh agreed to 

draft a DRC review letter. If the applicant has questions on the recommendations, they can attend 

the next meeting.  

 

Open Discussion 

Master Plan Update 

Mr. Siekierski gave a brief update on the master plan project. There haven’t been any secondary 

meetings other than some interviews with the master plan consultant. Monday will be the open 
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forum and needs pre-registration to attend. Sixty-five people have registered for the event and 

Ms. Affleck-Childs will share the pre-registration link with DRC members.  

 

Adjournment  

Motion was made by Mr. Buckley to adjourn the meeting, seconded by Ms. Clifford 

Roll Call Vote: 

Matt Buckley- Aye 

Alex Siekierski- Aye 

Janine Clifford- Aye 

Rachel Walsh – Aye 

The motion passed. 

 

The meeting was adjourned at 9:15 p.m.  

 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Sreelatha Allam 

Recording Secretary 
 

Reviewed and edited by, 
 

Susan E. Affleck-Childs 

Planning and Economic Development Board meeting  
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PROPOSED PARKING AREA
MEDWAY MILLS

PLANNING BOARD SITE PLAN REVIEW
OWNER: 165 MAIN STREET REALTY TRUST

MAY 11, 2021
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PLANNING BOARD SITE PLAN REVIEW
OWNER: 165 MAIN STREET REALTY TRUST

MAY 11, 2021

PERSPECTIVE VIEW FROM DRIVE
ARBOR VITAE AT 6 FEET (AT PLANTING)
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PERSPECTIVE VIEW FROM DRIVE
ARBOR VITAE AT 12 FEET (YEAR 3)
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PERSPECTIVE VIEW FROM DRIVE
ARBOR VITAE AT 16 FEET (YEAR 5)
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ARBOR VITAE AT 22 FEET (YEAR 8)
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ARBOR VITAE AT 26 FEET (YEAR 10)
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PROPOSED PARKING AREA
MEDWAY MILLS

PLANNING BOARD SITE PLAN REVIEW
OWNER: 165 MAIN STREET REALTY TRUST

MAY 11, 2021

PERSPECTIVE VIEW AT MEDWAY MILLS 
ENTRY FROM LINCOLN STREET
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SITE SECTION THROUGH PARKING AREA
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OWNER: 165 MAIN STREET REALTY TRUST

MAY 11, 2021

SITE SECTION THROUGH PARKING AREA
ARBOR VITAE AT 12 FEET (3 YEARS)



PROPOSED PARKING AREA
MEDWAY MILLS

PLANNING BOARD SITE PLAN REVIEW
OWNER: 165 MAIN STREET REALTY TRUST

MAY 11, 2021

SITE SECTION THROUGH PARKING AREA
ARBOR VITAE AT 16 FEET (5 YEARS)



 
Medway Design Review Committee (DRC) 

Application for Sign Design Review 
 

Medway Location/Address where the sign will be installed: _____________________________ 
What is the interior width of the storefront? _____________    

 

Building/Development Name: (if applicable): _______________________________________ 
 

Medway Zoning District:  ____________________________ 
 

Applicable Sign Standard Table (from Medway Zoning Bylaw)   Table # ________. 
 

Applicant Information (Local Medway business establishment where the sign is to be installed) 
 

Business Name: ________________________________________________________________ 
 

Mailing Address: ________________________________________________________________ 
 
 ________________________________________________________________________________  
 
Contact person: ________________________________________________________________ 
 

Phone: __________________________ Cell Phone ____________________________ 
 

Email address: ________________________________________________________________ 
 

Type of Proposed Signs – For sign definitions, refer to Medway Zoning Bylaw (Section 7.2 Signs 
Regulation). The Medway Zoning Bylaw is available online at: www.townofmedway.org.  

 

 
 

Type of Sign 
 

 
 

# of 
Signs 

 

Signs  
Dimensions 

Total Square 
Footage of 

Sign Surface 
Area 

 
Sign 

Height  

 
Type of 

Illumination 
(internal, external or 

none) 
Wall/Façade Sign      

Free-standing               
Individual Business Sign 

     

Free-standing Multi-Tenant 
Development Sign 

     

Awning Sign      
Projecting Sign      
Directory Sign      
Window Sign      

Other Type of Sign (Describe)  
 

     

 

Attach the following items to this form. pdf format is requested for the application form and all 
attachments.  Please email application and documents to sachilds@townofmedway.org 
 
_____ 1. Manufacturer’s scaled COLOR drawing with dimensions and DETAILED specifications  

 for materials and illumination.  
 

_____ 2. For a wall sign, a scaled image showing the sign’s position on the building.  
 

_____   3. Landscaping Plan and Plot Plan marked with location of the free-standing sign and 
distances from street/lot lines.  

 

_____ 4. Color photograph(s) of building/location(s) where sign will be installed and existing signs.  
 

_____ 5. Color drawing of corporate logo (if applicable). 
 

______ 6. Color photograph of similar/comparable sign on which your sign design is based. 
 

_____  7.  A letter or other descriptive or explanatory information you want to provide to the DRC.  
 
 

112A Main Street Medway MA
14 ft

Medway Plaza
Central Business District

5

Brows by Harsha
112A Main Street Medway MA

Harsha Patel
929-305-2306
harshapatel6131983@gmail.com

1 28x71 13.9 28 LED

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔



 
Does this application pertain to a completely new sign?  
 ____ Yes        ____ No (If NO, please include photos/info of the existing sign you are modifying) 
 

Does this application pertain to a replacement panel for an existing sign structure? 
   ____ Yes (If yes, please include photos/info of the existing sign)       ____ No  
 

If the business is located in a multi-tenant development, is there a Master Sign Plan for 
the development?  
 ____ Yes     ____ No   ____ Don’t Know 
 

Does your lease require the property owner’s approval of your sign?  
 ____ Yes ____ No ____ Not applicable 
 

Sign Designer/Fabricator/Installer Information 
 

Company Name: ________________________________________________________________ 
 

Mailing Address: ________________________________________________________________ 
 

Contact person: ________________________________________________________________ 
 

Phone: __________________________ Cell Phone: ___________________________ 
 

Email address: ________________________________________________________________ 
 

Property Owner Information 
 

Company Name: ________________________________________________________________ 
 

Mailing Address: ________________________________________________________________ 
 

Contact person: ________________________________________________________________ 
 

Phone: ___________________________ Cell Phone: __________________________ 
 

Email address: ________________________________________________________________ 
 

Proposed sign designs are reviewed by the Medway Design Review Committee (DRC).  
The business owner and sign designer/fabricator must attend the DRC meeting.  

The DRC generally meets on the first & third Monday night of each month at 7 p.m.  
at the Medway Library, 26 High ST.    

 (DRC meeting agendas are posted at the Town’s web page at www.townofmedway.org) 
  

An Application for Sign Design Review and all supporting information must be submitted 
to the Medway Planning office by 12 noon on the Wednesday before a DRC meeting.  

 

Please submit this application form and all attachments as follows: 
 

Email:  sachilds@townofmedway.org    PREFERRED 
Fax:  508-321-4987 
Mail:   Design Review Committee 

c/o Medway Planning office   
   155 Village Street, Medway, MA 02053 

Drop Off:  Medway Planning office @ Medway Town Hall, 155 Village Street 
Phone:   508-533-3291  

 

 

Applicants and sign designers should read the Sign Guidelines included in the 
Medway Design Review Guidelines before developing a sign design.  

 
 

                        Sign designs should be developed in accordance with the Sign Design Guidelines. 
 

 

Date Application Received by Medway Planning office:  _____________________    
 
Reviewed by Medway Planning Coordinator: ___________ DRC Meeting Date:  _______________ 

      

 Updated 6-10-16   

Thinkbox Graphics, Inc.

200 Center Street Bellingham MA

Jon Farnsworth

508-928-24889 774-245-6074

jon@thinkboxgfx.com

Diversified Funding

63 Atlantic Avenue Boston, MA

Jim Griffin

1 617-633-1349

JGriffin@dfi.cc

http://www.townofmedway.org/design-review-committee/pages/sign-design-review
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